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BLACK HOLES ON COSMOLOGICAL BRANES
∗
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While in general relativity black holes can be freely embedded into a cosmological back-
ground, the same problem in brane-worlds is much more cumbersome. We present here
the results obtained so far in the explicit constructions of such space-times. We also
discuss gravitational collapse in this context.
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Although almost perfectly homogeneous and isotropic at very large scales, as probed
by the measurements of the cosmic microwave background, our universe contains
local inhomogeneities in the form of galaxies and their clusters. Therefore the cos-
mological model of Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) geometry with
flat spatial sections, considered valid on large scales, has to be modified on lower
scales. The simplest way to do it in general relativity is to cut out spheres of con-
stant comoving radius from the FLRW space-time and fill them with Schwarzschild
vacua, modeling stars, black holes or even galaxies with a spherical distribution of
dark matter. Such a model was worked out by Einstein and Straus..1 In the frame-
work of this, so-called Swiss-cheese model, it was shown that (a) cosmic expansion
has no influence on planetary orbits and (b) the luminosity-redshift relation receives
corrections.2 The Einstein-Straus model however is unstable against perturbations.3
Brane-world models4–8 with our universe as a 4-dimensional hypersurface (the
brane) with tension λ embedded in a 5-dimensional bulk is also confronted with the
challenge of introducing local inhomogeneities in the cosmological background. The
basic dynamic equation in these models is the effective Einstein equation,9,10
Gab = −Λgab + κ
2Tab + κ˜
4Sab − Eab + L
TF
ab + Pab . (1)
On the right hand side we find the unconventional source terms Sab = [−TacT
c
b
+
TTab/3− gab(−TcdT
cd+T 2/3)/2]/4, quadratic in the energy-momentum tensor Tab
(modifying early cosmology11); the average taken over the two sides of the brane
of the electric part Eab = C˜abcdn
bnd of the bulk Weyl tensor C˜abcd (in a cosmolog-
ical context Eab is known as dark radiation with magnitude limited by Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis (BBN) arguments11,12); the asymmetry source term L
TF
ab which is
the trace-free part of the tensor Lab = KabK − KacK
c
b
− gab(K
2
− KabK
ab
)/2
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(with Kab the mean extrinsic curvature); and the pull-back to the brane Pab =
(2κ˜2/3)(gc
a
gd
b
Π˜cd)
TF of the bulk energy momentum tensor Π˜ab (with κ
2 and κ˜2 the
brane and bulk coupling constants and gab the induced metric on the brane). The
function Λ = (κ˜2/2)(λ−ncndΠ˜cd−L/4) contains the possibly varying normal projec-
tion of the bulk energy-momentum tensor and the trace of the embedding function
Lab. Under special circumstances Λ becomes the brane cosmological constant. Here
we consider this simpler case; also Eab = 0 = Pab.
For a perfect fluid with energy density ρ and pressure p the non-linear source
term Sab scales as ρ/λ as compared to Tab. Due to the huge value of the brane ten-
sion, this ratio is in general infinitesimal, excepting the very early universe and the
final stages of gravitational collapse. The strongest bound on λ was derived by com-
bining the results of table-top experiments on possible deviations from Newton’s law,
probing gravity at sub-millimeter scales13 with the known value of the 4-dimensional
Planck constant. In the 2-brane model6 this gives14 λ > 138.59 TeV4.Much milder
limits arise from BBN constraints15 (λ & 1 MeV4) and astrophysical considerations
on brane neutron stars16 (λ > 5 × 108 MeV4). Nevertheless, even when small, the
presence of the source terms Sab implies that the pressure of the perfect fluid at the
junction surface with a vacuum region does not vanish.17
The junction conditions between FLRW and Schwarzschild regions on the
brane18 imply a Swiss-cheese model that forever expands and forever decelerates.
The energy density and pressure of the fluid tend to the general relativistic values at
late times (on the physical branch; there is also an unphysical branch never allowing
for positive values of ρ). At early times however ρ is smaller than in the Einstein-
Straus model and p takes large negative values.19 When we allow for a cosmological
constant in the FLRW regions, the deviation from the Einstein-Straus model is
present at late-times as well. As the universe expands, first p turns positive, then
eventually ρ turns negative. Moreover, for Λ overpassing a threshold value Λmin a
pressure singularity accompanied by regular cosmological evolution appears.
Such a Swiss-cheese model may be interpreted as a cosmological brane pene-
trated by a collection of bulk black strings.19 When the brane is embedded asym-
metrically, with different left and right bulk regions, the source term L
TF
ab
slightly
modifies this scenario.20 The evolution of the cosmological fluid is further degen-
erated, proceeding along four possible branches, two of them being physical. The
future pressure singularity becomes generic, it appears even below the threshold for
Λ, due to the difference in the bulk cosmological constants. For any Λ < Λmin there
is a critical value of a suitably defined asymmetry parameter which separates Swiss-
cheese cosmologies with and without pressure singularities.20
The mathematically similar problem of the gravitational collapse on the brane
has been also studied. If the pressure of the collapsing fluid is set to zero, we
recover the analogue of the general relativistic Oppenheimer-Snyder collapse.21 But
in contrast with general relativity, the exterior space-time is either characterized
(beside the mass) by a tidal charge22 (and the collapse possibly leads to a bounce, a
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black hole or a naked singularity), or is non-static,16,23 infiltrated by radiation,24,25
or by a Hawking flux.26 An effective Schwarzschild solution on the brane can be
found when phantom bulk radiation is absorbed on the brane.27
By allowing for non-vanishing pressure in the collapsing star, the exterior can
be again static.28,29 In this case the collapsing fluid is described by the FLRW met-
ric, which fills spheres of constant comoving radius cut out from the Schwarzschild
space-time. The modified gravitational dynamics (1) again gives two branches. On
the physical branch the fluid is near dust-like at the beginning of the collapse: it
has an infinitesimal negative pressure (tension) p = wρ with w ≈ −ρ/2λ, aris-
ing from the interaction of the fluid with the brane. The tension vanishes in the
general relativistic limit, but as the collapse proceeds and ρ increases, it becomes
more important. For astrophysical brane black holes the tension stays small even at
horizon forming. However well below the horizon, at the final stages of the collapse
w ≈ −1/2 and the condition for dark energy ρ+3p < 0 is obeyed. This however has
little repulsive effect, as at such high energy densities the source term Sab (which is
always positive) dominates, and the singularity inevitably forms.
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